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About This Game

Jeff will soon find out that his biggest dream (tasting the holy Szechuan Sauce) will become a reality when his best friend Paul
calls him. By some miracle, he was able to get the sauce! However, there is a catch... the sauce cup isn't really a Szechuan

Sauce... it's the house of a genie with Fidget Spinner glasses! What will happen? Who knows... It's all up to you in this
interactive sketch!

The gameplay of this game is really simple, you choose the life of the main character and change the story with your choices!
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ok , so i played through a whole season in Dirt cars , games good , not great. really the only thing that's changed from Nascar
Heat 2 to NH3 is a few added trackes , Dirt cars , and a Revamped Rivals system .

If you really need to buy this , wait for a sale , but i guess all in all it's not a bad game , it's improved a lil bit since that Abortion
they made last year.

Is it worth a buy ---- Yes , but on sale. A fun and rewarding puzzle game. The core concept of the game is based around
strategically moving your player around a board, pushing tiles, and interacting with other elements on the board in order to set
everything to their correct positions. It's very easy to get yourself permanently stuck, so thankfully you can "rewind" your moves
and go back to any point in time. Because it's so easy to get stuck, the game requires a lot of thinking and planning before you
make your moves, which I enjoyed. The music elements of the game definitely make it unique, though the music and sound is
not a core game play element. As you correctly set various elements on the board, more elements get added to the backing track,
which keeps levels interesting throughout. I also appreciate that when you rewind time it rewinds the backing track as well, it's a
nice touch. Overall it's a fun little puzzle game with interesting music elements.. These are first impressions. Upon completing
the game this will be updated accordingly.)

Yeeeesssss! If there is one genre I'd love to have seen a comeback for it's the 6DOF FPS pioneered and perfected by Descent. It
seems with the release of Overload it is doing 6DOF justice but Forsaken Remastered was a complete surprise. A very, very
welcome surprise.

In case you are not familiar, Forsaken is a Descent clone. It does not really do a lot new with the formula, it's just straight up
Descent. And it's goooood. Not only is it well-made and fun, but also became known around its release (1998) for sporting some
of the best graphics in an FPS to date, and the 3DFX support is legendarily well-optimized, able to kick out respectable
framerates on a CPU that is closer to a 486 than a Pentium. Take a look: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yGAttirh1c
Twenty years after it's initial release, Remastered rebuilds the game from the ground up using the Kex engine that was also used
for Night Dive's ports of Turok 1 and 2.

The results are fantastic. This is the same Forsaken, but with better controls and you can turn up the FOV. My sweet spot is
110-120. I can turn it to 120 (the maximum). That is sweet as hell. There is also new content weaved into the original campaign
in the form of ports of levels from the N64 version, which had different levels than the ones in the PC version.

As for the actual game itself, if you liked Descent you'll like this as I said before. But it does have one thing making it unique:
the ship physics. Piloting feels less like you are just moving around a level and more like you are gliding around obstacles,
similar to the feel of piloting in Wipeout. And it feels pretty fantastic with Keyboard and Mouse controls, just be sure to turn
the mouse sensitivity up. The level design is also more creative, featuring more varied places like banks and power stations
rather than the tired mining facilities of Descent 1 and 2. The combat is fast paced and brutal with a variety of satisfying
weapons. It is all backed up to a breakbeat soundtrack that can vary from generic to badass.

Highly recommended.. A fun little mystery dating game to spend a couple hours. Getting all the achievements is pretty easy, and
the writing is decent without huge typos or translation errors as well.. I don't really understand some of the negative reviews; yes
there is not much to the game you just need to press buttons in the right order (I got no problems with the controls, they work
like they are supposed to work) but this is challeging enough to keep you playing for at least a little while.

That said I would still not pay the full price for it because this is as I said before "just" a game where you are supposed to press
buttons in the right order. But if you buy a key for a few cents then you will most likely not regret it.
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If you're a fan of the OK KO television show, I would recommend buying this game. It captures the essence of the series
perfectly through its writing and use of the original voice talent. The story is very much of the show, by the game's end you'll
feel like you just marathoned about a dozen episodes of the TV series. To this end, the game feels incredibly suited to its
attatched IP and feels like the devs actually cared about trying to emulate the charm of the source material. The original artstyle
(whilst not to everyones taste) does help set the game apart from the series helping it to feel unique, whilst still utilising enough
stylistic cues from the show to keep things consistent.

 The gameplay is straightforward and simplistic, but not neccessarily repetitive as KO learns new fighting moves as you progress
through the story. The fighting isn't as involved as something like Street Fighter or Primal Rage its more along the lines of the
original Double Dragon or Streets of Rage, there's no overly complex button combos to be found here, I'd say its perfect for
younger players or those who want a game that won't require them to constantly refer to movelists as they play. The standard
fight sequences feature a variety of robots created by the evil Boxmore company. These robots have their own unique moves
and personalities and allow the standard battles to remain interesting throughout the whole game. The boss battles are quite nice
too and serve to add another layer of variety to the game, each boss typically has a set pattern and uses at least one move that can
be used against them, requiring some basic problem solving to defeat each boss rather than just punching and kicking them until
they're defeated. During battle you utilise POW cards to summon other members of the main cast to fight alongside you for a
brief moment during battle. You acquire these cards through the vending machine in Gar's Bodega, money to buy said cards is
earned through doing jobs for Mr. Gar, selling spare cards to KO's friend Dendy and you'll get a one time sum of money from
Carol, KO's mother.

Outside of the fighting segments you'll be wandering around the overworld, Lakewood Plaza Turbo. This overworld is a small
shopping district, with a few stores you can enter. From an overhead view this location actually looks rather small but Capybara
have done a great job making the plaza feel larger than life. The transitions between areas are smooth and the camera pans
between one side of a stage and the other are quite nice too, making individual stores seem larger than they are, instead of just
having a fixed camera displaying the entire area you're currently in. The overworld essentially serves as a hub for the player to
interact with NPCs in order to trigger story events, sidequests and partake in battles with enemy robots.

The soundtrack to this game is absolutely great, without it I feel the game would actually suffer greatly. The soundtrack does a
perfect job of providing a mix between ambience and excitement. Songs that play when specific characters are talking to KO
directly in a cutscene are also suitably grandiose and suit each characters personality. I would highly recommend getting the
soundtrack when purchasing this game.

There are only a few negatives I can think of with this game. Firstly, its just a bit too short. If you blitz through the story (as I've
seen some players do) it'll be over in a couple of hours. The story seems to cut itself rather short for no real reason. Its not as if
the basic story elements aren't there, there's a begining, a middle and a conclusion, but it just feels like the main segment of the
game could have been slightly longer.
The game sadly suffers from a lack of locations outside the plaza. This is sad as even though Lakewood Plaza is the main setting
of the show, there are plenty of other places that have been shown in the TV series. You visit Boxmore only a few times and the
interior of the Pow Card factory is visited just one time I belieive, the devs really could have allowed us to visit a few more
places. The surrounding suburbs, the rest of the POW factory, K.O.'s house, the danger zone. Any of those locations could have
easily been worked into the game, its sad not to see them in there.
The NPC's have a distinct lack of flavour text, for the most part when attempting to strike up conversation you'll get a response
along the lines of 'Have you got my POW card yet?' or 'I wonder how powerful my powie zowie will be'.
Levelling up KO feels ever so slightly arbitrary, but only in the sense that the game's levelling system is only introduced to you
about 1\/4 into the story and so feels like all the work you did until that point didn't really count towards accomplishing too
much.

Other than the negatives listed here, I would still heartily recommend this game. Doubly so if you're a fan of the TV series. Also
worth bearing in mind is that this game is a licensed title, even though OK KO has been greenlit for a second series that might
start airing later this year, who knows how long this game will stick around for.. In the games current condition. It is not worth
the current price. There is hardly any content in this game for the price of 15$. 3 games modes as of now, and they are terribly
balanced and haven't been worked, it's clear they just released it without any balance in thought.

For example, the first mode ( which is the same free one in Nemesis Realms) is fun, but once you have then 2 players againts
the VR player, it is IMPOSSIBLE to win as the VR user, especially if they rush you.Reasons why is because the Monster boss
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doesn't seem to get a HP increase, despite the number of players. The 2nd mode with the 2 dragon heads is pretty boring, it has
a fun concept, reminds me of Castlevania bosses, but it doesn't take more then a few minutes to grow stale. The 3rd one, which
is Frost Lich (I think), is probably the worst one, it is almost impossible to tell what is happening in the game, it's chaotic and
not in a good way, especially for the 4 players vs VR player. Sadly, again, it's terribly balanced.

I love the concept of the game, but sadly with the seriously small, and low quality of the games current state. It is DEFINITELY
NOT WORTH IT. I'll change this review if it ever changes but for now it is this for now. I hope for updates soon but this games
creators seem to have abandoned it already, so I don't expect any changes, any time soon.

I would reccomend just downloading the free version of this game. Nemesis Perpective and stick with it then this.. The game is
awesome but there's a few things that I can think of to make the game better:
* Implement a challenge mode
* The music is awesome include a few more tracks
* The shield is the worst powerup because it prevents you from increasing your combo since it knocks cars away from you, it
should increase your combo everytime you hit a car
* More powerups\/malus in general
* More cars and more colors
* I could not see what power up I had when I was in first person view

I love the game though its fun to play when you just wanna chill out y'know.. Horrible controls, boring to play, not worth your
time.. Sailing the seas, trading, battling, questing... Large procedural world... Awesome game and a lot of fun!!!. Ships look
great if youre playing as Humans, but feel very out of place with every other race.

Perhaps what could have occured is new hulls themed for every race with the same stats.

New heroes are nice but you dont really feel their impact especially Wyatt unless your doing mission based ground combat. For
12 \u20ac we get some recycled buildings, some repainted buildings and almost no new buildings. In addition we get a new
sector project that only unlocks new building options and a bit of game time of which 95% is spent waiting for the next mission
timer to reach zero....
I expected a LOT more from Anno and unfortunately the newest installment of the series can only dissapoint...

Summary: if you can get it on a sale it may be worth it. Otherwise: don't bother.. just finished the game! lovely story. thank
you!. This game is good if you like Jumping from moving platform to platform
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